
My sweet sheep

Knitting pattern by Cheryx

Simon

The 21   dream  st



Yarns

Less than 50g in each colour:

Black 53 (Or black thread to 
embroider the nose)

White 06

Red 29

Green 41

Dark gray 36 

Susan 4 (Sport yarn)

Mohair Boucle (Kremke Soul Wool or 
Drops) 

Gray
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Needles

Materials

A pair of 2.5mm straight knitting
needles

Toy filling (less than 50g)

3 Holders

2 Markers

2 black beads (4 mm) and white felt 

for the eyes

1 button size (size 1cm) 

Tapestry needle 

Scissors

Sewing pins

Waterproof cardboard (we’ll cut 
and put it into the body to the 
sheep can sit steadily)

Notes

Size: The finished sheep is 25cm tall

Work flat:  All pieces are knitted flat 

Casting on: I prefer to use the long tail 
cast on for all pieces. 

Sewing seams: Use Mattress Stitch and
Whip stitch to sew the seams.

Safety: If you are making these toys to
give to a child, please consider your 
choice of toy eyes carefully, and ensure
you have no loose parts (loose threads,
buttons, etc) 

 



Body (Knit 1)

Abbreviations

Knitting Pattern

We will knit 2 pieces for the neck.

The �rst piece:

Leave a long tail for sewing, cast on 2 stitches with gray Mohair Boucle yarn.

Row 1: K1, KFB   (3 sts)

Row 2: K

Row 3: K1, KFB, K1   (4 sts)

Row 4: K
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Knit

Purl

K2tog       Decrease: Knit two stitches together  

WS       Wrong side  

K

P

Kfb   Increase: Knit front and back 

Stockinette Stitch: Knit all stitches on right side rows, purl all stitches on wrong
side rows.

Stitch(es)

The number in round brackets at the end of the instruction indicates the 
number of stitches after working the row.

KLL   Increase: After working a knit stitch, identify the stitch 2 rows below the one on 

    your right needle.With your left needle, come from behind to scoop up the left 

    loop of this stitch. This loop on the left needle is the new stitch. Insert the right 

    needle tip through the back loop and knit. 

KRL   Increase:  With your right needle, come from behind and scoop up the right

    loop of the “V” stitch just below the one on your left needle. Lift this loop up 

   into your left needle. Knit the loop. 

St st

(...sts)

P2tog       Decrease: Purl two stitches together  


